Sequential Factorized Autoencoder for Localizing the Origin of Ventricular Activation From 12-Lead Electrocardiograms.
This work presents a novel approach to handle the inter-subject variations existing in the population analysis of ECG, applied for localizing the origin of ventricular tachycardia (VT) from 12-lead electrocardiograms (ECGs). The presented method involves a factor disentangling sequential autoencoder (f-SAE) - realized in both long shortterm memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) networks - to learn to disentangle the inter-subject variations from the factor relating to the locaation of origin of VT. To perform such disentanglement, a pair-wise contrastive loss is introduced. The presented methods are evaluated on ECG dataset with 1012 distinct pacing sites collected from scar-related VT patients during routine pace-mapping procedures. Experiments demonstrate that, for classifying the origin of VT into the predefined segments, the presented f-SAE improves the classification accuracy by 8.94% from using prescribed QRS features, by 1.5% from the supervised deep CNN network, and 5.15% from the standard SAE without factor disentanglement. Similarly, when predicting the coordinates of the VT origin, the presented f-SAE improves the performance by 2.25 mm from using prescribed QRS features, by 1.18 mm from the supervised deep CNN network and 1.6 mm from the standard SAE. These results demonstrate the importance as well as the feasibility of the presented f-SAE approach for separating inter-subject variations when using 12-lead ECG to localize the origin of VT. This work suggests the important research direction to deal with the well-known challenge posed by inter-subject variations during population analysis from ECG signals.